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ISABELLE DESIGN STUDY OF INTERSECTING STORAGE ACCELERATORS

H. Hahn
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York iSTER
The present status of the ISABELLE de-

sign study for 200 X 200 GeV proton Intersecting Stor-
age Accelerators at Brookhaven is presented. The most
prominent features of this machine are the high center-
of-mass energy of at least 400 GeV, the high luminosity
of up to 103- cnT2sec-l, the flexibility of the exper-
imental insertions, and the use of superconducting mag-
nets for bending and focusing of the beams. A general
description of the design considerations and the main
parameters is given. The possibility of future options,
in particular the addition of a 15-GeV electron ring,
is discussed.

I. Introduction

The advantage of using colliding beams to overcome
the relativistic limitation in achieving the highest
center-of-mass energies rather than beams from conven-
tional accelerators striking stationary targets had
been recognized early in accelerator history by
Widerbe.1 The original work at MORA on the stacking of
many pulses* in each beam was fundamental for the
achievement of adequate luminosity, and led directly to
the design of the CERN ISR3 which is at present the
only proton-proton colliding beam device.

The construction of storage rings at the Brook-
haven AGS had been considered previously in response to
the recommendations made by the Ramsey panel.*>' A
summer study was held at Brookhaven in 1963 to discuss
the relative merits of accelerators and storage rings.6

It was concluded that storage rings at ACS energies
would be feasible, and a first parameter list for col-
liding beams was worked out. At the same time it was
pointed out by Jones?that storage rings of two or three
times the circumference of the AGS could be used to ac-
celerate the stacked protons to higher energies from 70
to 100 GeV. However, finally a decision was made not
to construct storage rings, because it was thought that
they lacked the versatility of a single proton acceler-
ator of the same equivalent energy.

The idea of building storage rings at Brookhaven
was revived in 1970 by Blewett8and this time it was
greeted with enthusiasm. It soon received the endorse-
ment of the Fitch committee which recommended that BNL
apply its pioneering development work in superconduct-
ing magnets to build two proton intersecting storage
accelerating rings to operate in the neighborhood of
200 GeV.9 A study group was set up under Hills which
issued a preliminary design studyl" (the "Gray Book")
in 1972. The iSABELLE design has undergone a number of
metamorphoses as documented in a series of publica-
tions .10-15 However, the study has now advanced to a
point where a revised version of the "Gray Book" is
being edited.16 A construction proposal will be sub-
mitted to the AEC in the near future. If funded in
FY 1976 the ISA could be operational in 1981 proving an
exciting facility for particle physics research.

the experimental insertions, and the use of supercon-
ducting magnets for bending and focusing of the beam.
This paper describes the present status of the ISABELLE
design study, explains the basic design choices which
had to be taken, gives a qualitative description of the
machine components and the final parameter list, and
concludes with an outlook on possible future additions
to the basic proton-proton rings.

II. Basic Pesien Choices

Center~of-Maas Energy

The usefulness of the machine under consideration
depends on Many factors. One of these, the center-of-
ma*8 energy (usually designated by /s), is the single
most Important parameter in particle physics. The 400
GeV center-of-maes energy of the ISA is equivalent to
that of a conventional accelerator of 86 TeV. In the
U.S., the HAL accelerator, at 400 GeV, provides a cen-
ter-of-oasa energy of 28 GeV. The highest center-of-
•aas energies presently available is at the CERN ISR
with an energy of 61 GeV. This Is equivalent to a 2
TeV accelerator. The ISA will allow almost an order of
magnitude increase in center-of-mass energy.

The choice of the ISA design energy is less obvious
than that of the Bevatron, which was conceived to pro-
duce antiprotons. Current theoretical ideas give some
indication as to the minimum energy desirable for the
next machine. Simplifying greatly, one may state that
there are two energy scales which a new machine should
reach or exceed.1' The first is set by the energy for
which the strength of weak interactions equals that of
electromagnetic interactions. Theories which would
unify the Fermi theory of weak interactions and quantum
electrodynamics have been proposed and postulate the
existence of intermediate vector bosons (W), with rest
masses above 37 GeV. Storage rings with 100 X 100 GeV
woaid be adequate to produce these particles. In fact,
the failure to observe H-production at center-of-mass
energies larger than 100 GeV would cause difficulty for
theories of this class. Another energy scale is given
by the unitarity limit which for lepton-lepton inter-
actions is about 300 GeV, but for hadron interactions
may be near 600 GeV. It is clear, that with the weak,
electromagnetic and strong interactions beginning to
have the same effective strength at ISA energies, sub-
stantial new physics can be expected to appear before
reaching the unitarity limit.

Another approach to choose the design energy would
be to look at the historical progress of the accelerator
field. The traditional step in center-of-mass energy
has been a factor of 4 (AGS to NAL) to 8 (CERN PS to
ISR). This would indicate a des ired energy range from
about 100 X 100 GeV to 250 X 250 GeV. The design energy
of 200 GeV would thus appear to be justified from most
points of view.

The ISA design incorporates a series of innovations Luminosity
which will make it the frontier of high energy physics
and accelerator technology. Its most prominent features
are the high conter-of-mass energy of 400 GeV, the high
luminosity of up to 1033 cnT2sec~*, che flexibility of

work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission.

A design parameter as important as the energy is the
luminosity of storage rings. The luminosity is deter-
mined by parameters of the machine such as the circula-
ting current, beam emi'.tance, geometry of the beam
crossing region, tolerable beam-beam tune shift, etc.
The design luminosity of the ISA has been fixed at
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cm"2sec"l per interaction region.

The ISA luminosity is expected to be more than two
orders of magnitude above the values currently achieved
at the CERN proton storage rings. This high value can
be obtained by exploiting low-beta insertions, head-on
(or small angle) collisions of the protons and, es-
pecially, the small emittance and high phase space
density of the AGS at Brookhaven. An informative ex-
pression for the optimum luminosity of proton storage
rings has been derived by Keil,18
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which is obtained by adjusting the amplitude function
at the crossing point to the value
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Here I is the current stacked in one ring, B£nv = pye
is the invariant transverse emittance which is assumed
equal in the horizontal and vertical planes, •£. is the
unshielded free space between magnets around the colli-
sion region, Ay^x i s t h e linear tune shift due to the
space-charge forces of the beam-beam interactions, e
is the electronic charge, c is the velocity of light
and, rp is the classical proton radius.

The luminosity depends strongly on the current
which can be stored and, in the case of the ISA, accel-
erated. An estimate of the more serious current limi-
tations due to the beam induced gas pressure rise1'
and the transverse resistive wall instability (CEEH's
brick wall effect20) indicates that 10 A is a realistic
figure for the ISA. The beam-beam tune shift tolerable
in proton storage rings is not firmly established, but
there seems to be agreement that Avmax s 5 X 10"3 is a
conservative limit. The present design provides a free
space between magnets of t « 40 m; this value could
easily be halved at a later time if higher luminosities
should be desired. The optimum luminosity depends
directly on the emittance achievable; the AGS, with an
einv — 12-5 it 10"6 m«rad, is ideally suited as an in-
jector for a proton storage ring. The optimum lumi-
nosity in the ISA is obtained with p*pt * 0.7 m and
reaches the level of LOp£ = 3 x 10^3 cm~

2sec~l, a value
which is comfortably above the design requirement.

Experimental Insertions

The anticipated experiments at the ISA differ in
their specific requirements as to luminosity, tolerable
momentum spread, shape and size of the crossing region,
radiation background, etc. A number of experiments
have been conceptually designed and the constraints on
the experimental insertions have been established. It
was concluded that only the small-angle scattering ex-
periment requires an unusual straight section configu-
ration to provide the desirable angular resolution of
25 (irad or better. Most experiments studied can be
performed adequately in a general-purpose experimental
insertion with a total of 40 m of free space around the
crossing point and adjustable optical parameters. To
preserve complete four-fold symmetry during commission-
ing of the machine, all four experimental insertions
will be made identical. After having gained experience
with the operation of the ISA, it will be possible to
introduce other experimental insertions, also fully
matched but in all likelihood no longer identical,
which are better suited to experiments with special
requirements. This concept provides considerable flex-
ibility in the layout of the experiments, approaching
that of a conventional accelerator.

Superconducting Magnets

The use of superconducting magnets has a signifi-
cant impact on the expected performance of the ISA.
The study of performance limitations due to collective
effects indicates that most limitations become worse for
a machine with a large radius and small vacuum chamber
dimensions. Superconducting magnets are beneficial on
both accounts:

i) Operation at fields of 40 kG, as assumed in the
ISA design, reduces the machine raaius by a factor of
two when compared to a conventional machine of equal
maximum energy. Superconducting 40 kG magnets using
commercially available NbTi composite wires have been
built and operated at Brookhaven, reliably and economi-
cally.21,22

ii) Operation of large-gap conventional magnets is pro-
hibitive in terms of the electric power consumption.
Economically designed conventional magnets limit the
luminosity of storage accelerators, otherwise comparable
to the ISA, to values of about 1032 crn^sec"1 which is
an order or magnitude below the present design value.23

The use of superconducting magnets obviously ne-
cessitates the generation and maintenance of a low-
temperature environment, 4.5 K in the case of NbTi con-
ductors. The need for a dewar, refrigerator and liquid
helium distribution system presents an economic burden
which must be compensated for by savings in the construe- •
tion cost due to the smaller tunnel size, vacuum equip-
ment, and other field-dependent items, but also by
savings due to reduced operating cost owing to lower
electric power consumption. A comparison of the ISA
with the low-luminosity conventional magnet ISA described
in Bef. 23 shows that the initial capital expenditures
would be at most 10% less for the conventional magnet
ISA. The annual electric power consumption, on the
other hand, is clearly in favor of the superconducting
machine: 35 GWh vs 90 GWh/year. At the rate of 2.8c/
kWh predicted for December 1974 this represents an
annual savings of about $1.5 M in operating funds.

Performance and economical considerations point
towards Che superconducting solution. In arriving at
a decision, the advantages must be balanced against the
risk inherent In the application of a new technology.
Superconducting magnet technology has advanced to a
point that the performance of magnets, i.e. their peak
field, field quality, and random errors due to fabrica-
tion tolerances, can be predicted with an accuracy equal
to that for conventional magnets. Questions regarding
the behavior of superconducting magnets in radiation
environments have been proven manageable based on the
experience gained from the operation of the 8° bend in
the high-intensity proton beam to the North Area of the
AGS.22 Refrigeration systems of the capacity required
have demonstrated their reliability in commercial use.
It is our judgment that the technical know-how for the
execution of this project is at hand.

Further advances in this field conceivably in time
for the construction of the ISA are anticipated from the
development of new materials of the A15 type such as
m>3Sn or Va3Ga which would bring 60 kG magnets into
reach. These would be translated into an increase of
the energy of about 300 GeV and a further reduction of
the electric power consumption without essentially chang-
ing the financial scope of the project.

III. General Description

Ring Structure

The geometric configuration of the storage accel-
erator is essentially chat of a circle expanded by four,



symmetrically located experimental straight sections,
in which the beams are brought together in a horizontal
small-angle or collinear collision region (Fig. 1). The
total circumference of the rings is 2690 m corresponding
to exactly 3-1/3 times the circumference of the AGS.
Shown in Fig. 1 are the four experimental halls to be
constructed from the start around the four collision
points. The ISA consists of two intersecting magnet
rings located one above the other in a common tunnel,
the cross section of which is shown in Fig. 2. The AGS
will be used as the source of 28.5 GeV protons which
will be ejected into the beam line now feeding the North
Area and the 7 ft bubble chamber, and which would be ex-
tended to the proposed location of the ISA. The area
north of the AGS is reasonably level and the Brookhaven
site provides ample space for future expansion.

The separated function lattice structure initially
will have complete four-fold symmetry. The regular
part of the ring contains 48 normal cells. The regu-
lar cell structure is broken into octants by adding
four 250 m long (200 m straight) experimental inser-
tions and four 110 m longCO m straight) service inser-
tions with the latter satisfying the machine require-
ments of injection, fast protective ejection, rf system,
etc. The vertical separation of the beams will be 46
cm allowing a common dewar for the magnets of the upper
and lower rings. The elements of s typical half cell
are shown in Fig. 3. On the other hand, both rings are
electrically and magnetically separated to permit ex-
periments with unequal energies and to accommodate the
antiproton option.

The normal cell uses a simple FODO sequence with
two 4.25 m long (iron face-to-face) dipoles and one
1.3 m long (iron face-to-face) quadrupole per half cell.
The total length of a normal cell is 25.40 m leaving a
distance between magnets of about 1 m. The maximum am-
plitude function, horizontally and vertically, is Pmax*
43 m and the maximum horizontal momentum dispersion is
Xp = 1.7 m in the normal cell.

The service insertions are fully matched to the
regular lattice and exhibit zero dispersion In the cen-
ter while keeping the amplitude function at low values,

& 110 m (Fig. 4).

Conflicting design requirements prohibit the use of
a unique insertion for all experiments and a number of
fully-matched experimental insertions have been worked
out in detail: A general purpose modest-beta insertion,
a high luminosity low-beta insertion, a small-angle
elastic scattering insertion, and a multipurpose spec-
trometer insertion where the beams interact within a
bending magnet. Initially, during the commissioning of
the ISA, four general purpose modest-beta insertions
(g* - 6 m) will be installed to keep Pm^ to safe val-
ues, say below 300 m. Luminosities of 5 x 10 3 2 cm"2sec*l
at each crossing point should be achievable. In this
insertion the crossing angle is adjustable from 0 to 6
mrad by means of horizontal steering magnets. To achieve
the design luminosities a low-beta insertion (£$ - 2.2
m, Xp » 0 m) will be required imposing higher Pmax and
larger chromaticity (Fig. 5). Further improvements in
luminosity resulting from an even lower beta (the theo-
retical optimum is 0* * 0.7 m) and shorter free space
between magnets, down to 20 m, are conceivable.

Beam Transfer

A number of schemes for transferring the AGS beam
at 28.5 GeV to the ISA have been studied. The method of
energy stacking now used at the CERN ISR has been adopt-
ed in view of its numerous advantages:

i) Operation of the AGS can be optimized for highest
transverse phase-space density (instead of highest

intensity) which is a prerequisite to achieving the
highest luminosities. The intensity in the ISA is then
simply built up by a larger number of AGS pulses.

ii) No modifications or additions to the AGS are re-
quired. Prior to ejection the total rf peak voltage in
the AGS will be reduced from 400 kV to approximately
36 kV in order to match the AGS bunch shape to the buck-
et of the ISA stacking system. Existing equipment for
fast ejection of the beam to the North Area would be
retained for the beam transfer to the ISA.

lii) Aperture requirements for injection purposes are
well matched to the available vacuum chamber aperture
of 8 cm which has been determined by vacuum considera-
tions .

The beam transport equipment from the AGS to the
ISA is more economical if conventional magnets are used
since it only needs to be energized during the stacking
process. The ISA stacking rf system operates on the
same frequency as the AGS (4.45 MHz) and is designed
for a peak voltage of 12 fcV. To prevent self-bunching
and dilution of the stacked protons, the impedance seen
by the beam must be kept below 100 Q, which is achieved
by an appropriate feedback system.24The AGS pulse, with
its intensity reduced to 2.3 X 10*2 protons in 10 bunch-
es, is captured directly by the stacking system, de-
celerated, slowly debunched and deposited into the un-
bunched stack. The AGS pulse fills only a fraction (%)
of the ISA circumference; dilution of the stack is pre-
vented by designing a stacking rf system with suppressed
buckets. The design current of 10 A (or 5.6 x 1014 pro-
tons) will be reached in about one hour by repeating
this cycle 250 times or more. Assuming a total longi-
tudinal phase space dilution of 2 (which according to
the CERN-ISR experience is not unrealistic) the momen-
tum spread of the stacked beam will be Ap/p » 0,7%, and
its dimensions 2.0 X 0.8 cm in horizontal and vertical
direction respectively. Estimates show that the design
current of 10 A does not exceed the limits set by co-
herent transverse instabilities,25 and the beam induced
pressure rise, if appropriate precautions are taken.

Acceleration System

In order to accelerate the stacked beam it will be
rebunched by an rf system operating at the second har-
monic, f • 223 kHz. Adiabatic rebunchlng can be done,
in principle; without phase-space dilution or loss of
particles but the 700 ft Impedance of the acceleration
rf system necessitates a rebunching in the relatively
short time of about 100 msec and some degradation of
the beam must be expected (note that the accelerating
gaps are shorted during the stacking procedure). The
peak rf voltage, which is determined by the momentum
spread of the stacked beam to be 40 kV, is provided by
four ferrite loaded cavities. The energy gain per turn
of 12.5 keV during the 2 minute acceleration cycle is
well within the capabilities of the rf system. No in-
surmountable difficulties with accelerating the beam of
10 A are expected: The choice of the 2nd harmonic
should make the beam intrinsically stable against longi-
tudinal bunched beam instabilities;27 estimates of the
transverse resistive wall instability indicate that the
bunched beam will remain stable if the unbunched beam
was stable; diffusion from a repeated crossing of the
5th order resonance during the acceleration cycle was
numerically computed and found to be inconsequential,
3rd or 4th order resonances, however, must be avoided
at all times even when the momentum spread (and tune
spread) is increased to about 2% as a result of the
bunching.28 After the acceleration cycle, the rf is
switched off, the cavities are shorted again, and the
beam is allowed to debunch retaining the 0.3% momentum
spread of the bunched beam.



Superconducting Magnet and Dewar System

A program to develop superconducting magnets for
use in accelerators and beam transport lines has been
going on at Brookhaven for ten years and has led to the
construction of dipole models which satisfy most of the
important design criteria of the ISA magnets. The ex-
perience gained from the two identical 1 m long ISA
models^l and the two 1.8 m long dipoles for the so-
called 8° bend22 u s ed in the extracted primary proton
beam line to the AGS neutrino area will be described
elsewhere in this paper. As will be substantiated
there, the results have provided conclusive information
concerning the question of stability, magnetic field
precision (i.e. systematic errors), reproducibility
(i.e. random errors), reliability, and behavior in a
radiation environment.

Stability of the magnets, with the absence of
quenching (transition to the normal state) or training
effects (higher fields can be reached only after re-
peated quenching), is essential in the application of
superconducting magnets to accelerators. The Brookha-
ver. magnets have shown a remarkable degree of stability
and, in fact, operation in the resistive region above
the short sample critical current (defined by a resis-
tivity of 10-12 fi-cm), has been possible.

Systematic deviations from field uniformity (ac-
tually the dipoles will need a sextupole term for ad-
justment of the chromaticity) must be avoided at all
field levels encountered during operation (6 to 40 kG) •
One requires roughly that the prescribed field shape
of the magnets is accurate to within a few parts in 105

over the entire aperture of the vacuum chamber (8 cm
diameter representing 67% of the magnet coil aperture).
Systematic errors which are the same from magnet to mag-
net, may be introduced by the conductor arrangement,
by the construction of the coil ends, by iron satura-
tion effects, by diamagnetic effects in the supercon-
ductor itself, and by rate-dependent eddy currents.
Saturation and magnetization effects are field depen-
dent and require special attention. The results from
the various models indicate that a single sextupole
tuning coil is sufficient to compensate ail important
magnet errors. However, additional tuning coils must
be incorporated to provide full control over the work-
ing line in the presence of space-charge effects.

Random errors, or deviations from magnet to magnet,
are mainly caused by fabrication tolerances in the po-
sition of the conductors or the concentricity of the
coils in the iron shield, by a nonsymmetrical gap in
the median plane of the iron shield,and possibly by
other causes. Closed orbit deviations, gradient errors
and imperfection stopbands are caused by random errors.
Briefly, one requires differences in the dipole fields
of AB/B s 5 X 10"* rms and in the quadrupole gradients
of AG/G £ 10~3 rms. Estimates of the permissible ran-
dom field errors indicate that tolerances on the con-
ductor position of s 50 \ua rms are required. Measure-
ments confirmed that these tolerances can be achieved
with the particular construction technique employed
in the ISA models. Multipurpose correction windings
will be installed in ail magnets to provide compensa-
tion of random field errors at least up to the decapole
component.

The reliability of superconducting magnets, that
is the absence of changes over long operating periods
or changes due to thermal cycling, is being tested in
an ongoing life test; after 5000 pulses simulating 10
years of normal ISA operation no indication of changes
has been detectable.

The effects of radiation on the materials used in
the magnet construction certainly requires consideration,

The critical current density of NbTi is essentially
unaffected by particle fluxes up toZ9»30 iol'/cmz so
that it is unlikely that the superconductor will be de-
graded in normal operation. Care must be taken to a-
void plastics which are most sensitive to radiation
damage; epoxy-Impregnated fiberglass will, therefore,
be used almost exclusively in the windings. Quenches
may be initiated by localized heating from beam spills,
but the 8° bending magnet has demonstrated that a pro-
perly cooled magnet is able to withstand a fair amount
of beam heating without destruction of the superconduc-
ting state. An accidental beam spill of the entire
stored beam may present a serious problem, this being
the case for superconducting and normal magnets alike.

The study of the recent literature on supercon-
ducting magnets proves that a number of different de-
signs have been successfully employed. At Brookhaven
two alternate styles, the window-frame and the cosine
magnets, have been tried. In order to be definite, the
design and cost estimate of the ISA have been based on
the cosine magnet. It is well known that a pure dipole
field is provided by coils of circular cross section
with a cosine current density distribution. In the ac-
tual construction, shown in Fig. 6, the ideal current
distribution is approximated by six current blocks per
quadrant, of different azimuthal widths, but equal cur-
rent density. Exact positioning of the blocks is de-
termined in a way to suppress the five lowes.t harmonics.
The current blocks are built up with a single layer of
wide flat braid (about 2.1 cm x 0.05 cm). The braid is
composed roughly of 100 twisted composite wires, 0.3 mm
in diameter, each containing, typically, 400 supercon-
ducting NbTi filaments of 10 n diameter. The wires in
the braid have a CuNi jacket to increase the coupling
resistance between wires and thus decrease eddy current
effects to tolerable levels during pulsing. The iron
core tightly surrounds the coil, and as an integral
part of the construction, must also be at liquid helium
temperature. The physical length of the dipoles is
4.25 m, that of the quadrupoles is 1.3 m. The inner
diameter of the coil is 12 cm, the outer diameter of
the iron is 40 cm. The stored energy per dipole is
465 kj at 40 kG, there are 256 dipoles per ring, and
the total stored energy is about 120 MJ per ring. Since
the vacuum chamber is warm, adequate thermal insulation
must be installed between the vacuum chamber and the
magnet coil. Special requirements on this insulation
are established by the need for outgassing the vacuum
chamber at 200° C.

Two magnets, one from the upper and one from the
lower ring, will be contained In one dewar (Fig. 7).
This configuration has the advantages that all vacuum
Joints are directly accessible for leak tests at room
temperature, but it may lead to higher heat loads un-
less special precautions are taken. Heat loads from
current leads will be minimized by having cold connec-
tions between all dipoles of one octant of the ISA
ring. In this arrangement, the current in the dipoles
can be chosen almost arbitrarily. In the ISA dipole
it is 3.3 kA at full field to keep voltages induced
during a quench within tolerable bounds. However, for
the purpose of magnet protection during a quench, it
is necessary to provide current leads from every other
magnet which are connected to shunting diodes. Since
these leads are normally not in use, they can be de-
signed for lower current carrying capacity (here 1000 A).
The quadrupoles will be designed for a current of 500 A
at the highest gradient of 6.6 kG/cm and a pair of
leads for each quadrupole is foreseen.

The ISA design calls for 40 kG superconducting
magnets. This choice is based on the present-day
availability of NbTi filamentary superconducting wires
from conmercial sources in this country and the ex-
perience with magnet models at Brookhaven and at



other laboratories. It is conceivable that improvements
of magnet design and construction techniques will result
in magnets which can be operated reliably at 60 kG. The
reduced current carrying capability of NbTi supercon-
ductor at 60 kG must be compensated by a larger conduc-
tor cross section resulting in increased superconductor
cost. But, since the superconductor represents only a
fraction of the total magnet cost, the price increase
for 60 kG is not significant when compared to the total
cost of the project. Work is in progress to test the
concept for 60 kG magnets.31 The prospects for early
development of new superconducting materials,such as
Nb3Sn or V^Ga, are encouraging. These materials would
have an impact on the ISA. design in two ways: First,
their high critical temperature (18 K in the case of
Nb3Sn versus 9.5 for NbTi) makes operation at tempera-
tures in the range from 8 - 9 K possible, resulting in
substantial savings in the electric power consumption
of the refrigeration system. Second, the critical cur-
rent of these materials is higher by an order of magni-
tude considerably simplifying the design of 60 kG mag-
nets. Filamentary Nb3Sn or Va3Ga wires are not yet
available commercially in the U.S. because these com-
pounds are brittle and must be fabricated in ways dif-
ferent from the drawing process used for NbTi. A diffu-
sion technique has been developed at Brookhaven by which
conductor samples have been produced.32 In view of
their great potential, the development of Nb3Sn conduc-
tors will be emphasized and the construction of a 1 m
long dipole model using this material has been initiated.
First results from Nb3Sn magnets are expected in less
than a year. A final decision on the choice of the mag-
net for the ISA can be delayed until one year after
approval of the project without affecting the orderly
progress of the construction.

Refrigeration System

All components of the refrigeration system required
to generate the cold environment for the superconducting
magnets are conventional as to their design which is
similar to that used in large helium liquefiers in gas
fields. Their sizes are comparable to the industrial
liquid nitrogen or natural gas liquefiers which have an
established record of reliability. The operating tem-
perature of the superconducting magnets was specified
at S 4.5 K which can only be achieved by pool boiling
of liquid helium. Some consideration has been given to
the optimum choice of the operating temperature. Ear-
lier studies of the GESSS (General European Supercon-
ducting Synchrotron Study)-group33 seemed to favor low-
er temperatures down to 3.5 K. Our analysis showed,
however, that the greater cost and complexity of a re-
frigeration system designed for subatmospheric pressure
does not seem to be commensurate with the gains made
possible in the magnetic design. Furthermore, operation
at lower temperatures increases the electric power con-
sumption, thus providing a compelling argument for tem-
peratures at or above 4.2 K.

The refrigeration system of the ISA must function
in a variety of situations: normal operation, cooldown,
bake-out of vacuum chamber, etc. The system's require-
ments are set by the normal operating condition with all
magnets excited to full field. The total accelerator
heat load in this case is about 20 kW, of which only 157.
represents excitation-dependent ohmic losses. The total
refrigerator capacity of 23 kW is provided by a system
consisting of a central six-unit four-stage compressor
station and eight 2.9 kW refrigerator cold boxes which
are installed close to each octant. The refrigerator
units are designed with four expansion engines, with the
final expansion employing either a wet engine or a Joule-
Thompson valve. The electric power requirements at the
compressor motors are 9.5 MW with J-T valves or 7.5 MW
if wet engines are used. Since available information
about the reliability of wet engines is insufficient It

is planned to install a parallel J-T valve, which could
be put into operation if the wet engine fails. For
greatest operational simplicity, the refrigeration sys-
tem is designed entirely without liquid nitrogen usage.
A total of 136 000 liters of liquid helium is contained
in the filled dewars of the ISA. nevertheless, it will
be possible to cool and fill the entire ISA in less
than 1 week.

The response of the refrigeration system to a
number of faults has been analyzed in detail and pre-
cautions to prevent possible loss of refrigerant have
been incorporated into the design:

i) The quench of a single magnet may lead to a quench-
ing of all magnets in one half-cell which are cryogen-
ically coupled. The release of the 1.8 MJ during the
quench will result in the evaporation of 800 liters of
liquid helium which will be vented into a low-pressure
buffer device. The dewars will be refilled and ready
for operation after about % hour.

ii) Shutdown of one of the 8 refrigerator units can
be tolerated during normal operation of the ISA, since
the system was sized so that 7 units are adequate to
carry the full load. The helium distribution system is
interconnected around the entire ring, and the computer
control system assures equal loads in the refrigerator
units.

iii) Unscheduled loss of electric power would cause
transfer of the liquid helium to liquid storage vessels
by pressure build-up in the dewars. A loss of 15% of
the helium must be expected if the electric power re-
mains off for longer than 10 hours. By providing an
emergency diesel-powered compressor this loss of refrig-
erant can be prevented.

iv) The worst fault would occur if the protective beam
dump fails and the beam with its 20 MJ energy is spilled
into the magnets. This would evaporate, in a short time,
over 8000 liters of liquid helium which could not be
recovered.

Magnet Power Supply

The demands on the magnet power supply are modest
as a result of the slow two-minute acceleration cycle.
The total energy stored in the bending magnets of each
ring is about 120 MJ. Therefore, a 2 MVA rated power
supply is adequate. Hith the peak dipole current of
3.3 kA the required power supply voltage is about 600 V.
These are ideal parameters for solid-state rectifiers-
inverters. The power supply will be a six-phase SCR
system including a passive inductance-capacitance filter
to reduce the ripple to the required bill s 10"6. The
quadrupoles, sextupole and correction element windings,
and the magnets in the experimental insertions, will be
supplied by similar power supplies at much lower power
levels.

The large total stored energy makes it important
to include fault protection in case of a magnet quench.
For this purpose shunting power diodes are included across
the magnets in each dewar. These operate below their
voltage threshold for current conduction unc?.sr normal
operation but provide a current path in case of a quench.

Vacuum System

The density of residual gas molecules in proton
storage rings must be lower by several orders of magni-
tude than in conventional accelerators. This is nec-
essary to reduce beam blow-up from multiple Coulomb
scattering or inelastic nuclear scattering and the ac-
companying background radiation. The design, therefore,
calls for a pressure of 10*1° Torr in the circular



quadrants of fhe ring and 10" H Torr in the experiment-
al insertions. Electrons and negative ions trapped in
the Coulomb field of the beam must be removed with suit-
able clearing electrodes.

Experience with the CERN ISR shows that the most
serious current limitation is set by the beam-induced
gas pressure rise (pressure bump phenomena).'-" Quali-
tatively, this effect is caused by ionized residual gas
molecules being propelled electrostatically against the
vacuum chamber and liberating adsorbed molecules in
sufficient quantity to increase the gas pressure. At
some value of the current, this pressure leads, ava-
lanche-like, to the destruction of the beam. For the
geometry of the ISA vacuum system (8 cm i.d. circular
vacuum chamber, 5 m distance between pumps, each with
500 -L/sec pumping speed) the theory26 yields the limit
T\ Icr & 30 A where T| is the desorption coefficient.
The desorption coefficient of typical chamber materials
at room temperature depends, predominantly, on the bake-
out temperature and the surface condition. A desorp-
tion coefficient of 11 < 3 (permitting I > 10A) is ex-
pected with a bake-out temperature of 200° C and an ar-
gon discharge cleaning prior to assembly. The use of
a vacuum chamber operating at liquid helium temperatures
has been considered, but adandoned in view of experi-
ments^ indicating desorption coefficients of several
thousand.35 Experiments to simulate the pressure bump
effect are in progress and will allow an early verifi-
cation of the assumptions used in the design of the ISA
vacuum system.

The ISA vacuum chamber will be made of aluminum
whose good thermal conductivity will prevent cold spots
in the center of the cold magnets. The good electrical
conductivity will alleviate resistive wall instabilities.
The pumping will be provided by conventional Ti-subli-
mation pumps and ion-sputter pumps for non-getterable
gases. The dewar construction provides direct access
to all vacuum joints and pumps resulting in an almost
conventional UHV system.

Control System

It is planned to operate the whole ISA-AGS accel-
erator complex from a central control center. This max-
imizes the information interchange between the two ac-
celerator systems and minimizes the operating crew re-
quired. The various functions encountered in the opera-
tion of the machines, such as data collection, analysis
and display, beam monitoring, or execution of operator
instructions will be carried out by a carefully designed
computer-based control system. If computers are con-
sidered as integral parts of the control system from Che
inception, a powerful system of great flexibility at
relatively moderate cost will result.

ISA Shielding

Many of the considerations regarding the shielding
requirements of conventional accelerators are equally
applicable to storage rings. There are, however, im-
portant differences which had to be taken into account
in the layout of the ISA shielding. Adequate shielding
is required here for radiation protection against ac-
cidental beam spills, whose location and occurrence are
unpredictable. The basic requirement is that a person
outside of the shield will not receive a radiation dose
exceeding 100 mrem in the worst case of 1015 protons
dumped at any point. This will be satisfied by an earth
cover extending to 160 m in any tangent direction in the
plane of the accelerator and providing 6 m of earth in
any transverse direction over the ring tunnel. The sky-
shine dose at the site boundary has been estimated to
be 10"3 mrem per 1015 protons dumped. It is concluded
that an off-site point would never accumulate the per-
missible annual dose equivalent of 1 mrem. At the end

of its useful life span of typically one day, the beam
will be dumped in a controlled fashion into a beam stop
consisting of a metal block shield 4 m long and 1 m
wide. Special requirements in regard to shielding will
exist in the experimental areas, which are not related
to safety considerations and can, therefore, be worked
out after the machine has been put into operation.

IV. Future Options

A number of options have been investigated which
could be added to the basic ISA at a later stage. The
most attractive from the standpoint of physics research,
would be the addition of a facility for ep collisions•3e>37

Electrons would first be accelerated to 4 GeV in the
AGS, they would then be accelerated to 15 GeV, pro-
viding high center-of-mass energies for ep collisions.
This second acceleration could take place in an addi-
tional electron ring located either inside the ISA tun-
nel or, to minimize interference with the ongoing pp
work, in a separate tunnel to the east of the ISA.
Another more economical possibility is to accelerate
the electrons in one of the ISA rings. The vacuum
chamber in one, or perhaps both, ISA rings would be de-
signed to allow water cooling on one side to carry away
the large amounts of energy radiated from the electron
beam. However, further studies are required to ascer-
tain the feasibility of this approach. It is estimated
that the luminosity of ep collisions would be greater
than 1033 cra"2sec~l at electron energies up to 7 GeV
(cm energy - 75 GeV) and then drop to 5 x 103* cm*2sec"1

at the maximum electron energy of 15 GeV (cm energy =
109 GeV).

Special care was taken in the design of the basic
ISA so as not to preclude the deuceron and antiproton
option. Acceleration and storage of deuterons3** should
not present any particular problems and would make it
possible to study proton-neutron and :ieutron-neutroii
cross sections with luminosities of about 7 X 10-2 Cm~

2

sec'l. Antiprotons39 can be produced by using one ring
as a 200 GeV accelerator and the other as storage ring,
providing pp collisions with a luminosity approaching
1029 cm-Zsec'l.

V. A Two-Stage Approach to ISABELLE

A preliminary design study of a 100 GeV storage
accelerator has been carried out in sufficient detail
to provide the information required for a rough cost
estimate.^0 In a situation where available funds limit
the size of a project it may be necessary to consider a
proton storage ring of lower energy and lower luminosity.
The minimum energy of the next generation proton stor-
age rings should represent a reasonable step beyond the
CERN ISR and permit to test the region where the strength
of weak and electromagnetic interactions are about equal.
The opinion has been expressed that an ISA capable of
100 x 100 GeV at a luminosity of 1O32 cm"2sec-l is ad-
mittedly less attractive than the full ISABELLE but
nevertheless fully justifiable in terms of the physics
as presently understood and a natural step towards a
superconducting 300 GeV ISA, The particular design was
therefore done for a storage ring using the ISA tunnel.
Here it is indicated to use conventional magnets at
about 15 kG, with the exception of the 70 or so dipoles
in the experimental insertions which should be supercon-
ducting to assure an optimum insertion design. The es-
timates show that the conversion penalty would be smaller
than 20% of the ISABELLE cost. More objectionable, the
physics program would have to be interrupted during a
one year period.

-NOTICE
This report was prepared as an account of work
sponsored by the United States Government. Neither
•he United States nov the United states Atomic Energy
Commission, nor any of their employees, nor any of
their contractors, subcontractors, or Iheir employees
nukes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any
legal lability or responsibility for the accuracy, com-
pleteness or usefulness of any information, apparatus
product or process disclosed, or represents lhat its use
would not infringe privately owned rights



Table I. Main ISABELLE Parameters

FINAL ENERGY
-Equivalent Accelerator

LATTICE (four-fold symmetry)
-Circumference (3-1/3 X C^QS)
-Experimental insertion length (straight)
-Multipurpose insertions (straight)
-Normal cell length
-Vertical distance between orbits
-Distance between magnets D-D (iron-iron)
-Distance between magnets D-Q (iron-iron)

GENERAL PURPOSE EXPERIMENTAL INSERTIONS
(horizontal crossing, adjustable parameters)

-A*

-e*h
-Maximum f!
-Total free space around crossing point
-Crossing angle
-Interaction length

MAGNET SYSTEM
-Bending field at 200 GaV

at 28.5 GeV
-Number of normal dipcles/ring
-Dipole length magnetic

physical (iron-iron)
-Peak current in dipole
-Stored energy at 40 kG/dipole
-Vacuum chamber aperture (warm bore)
-Main coil i.d.
-Operating temperature (pool boiling)
-Quadrupole gradient
-Peak current in quadrupole
-Stored energy/quadrupole
-Quadrupole length magnetic

physical iron-iron

CRYOGENIC SYSTEM
-Total heat load at 4.5 K
-Total refrigeration capacity
-Power requirements of compressors
-Total liquid helium

INJECTION
-AGS energy
-Number protons/AGS pulse (10 bunches)
-AGS emittance ej, = ev

-Longitudinal phase space per bunch, A
-ISA current/ring
-Number protons/ring
-Number AGS pulses stacked
-Stacked beam size
-Momentum spread
-rf frequency stacking system
-rf voltage
-Impedance (with feedback)

ACCELERATION
-Duration
-rf frequency (h = 2)
-Energy gain/turn
-Peak rf voltage
-Momentum spread at 200 GeV

LUMINOSITY
L p p (200 GeV, unbunched, 0* = 2 m, A v ^ = 5 X 10 )
-pT5 option, Lp'pVLpp
-dp option, Ldp/Lpp
-dd option, Ldd/lpp
-ep option

Maximum e-energy 15 GeV
Number of electrons 8.2 x 1012
Maximum luminosity at 7 GeV-electrons 10 3 3 cm",sec"}
Luminosity at 15 GeV-electrons 5 x 10 J I cm" sec"1

200

4 x 250
4 X 110

48 X

1000

8 ;

X 200
86

2690
(200)
1 (50)
25.40
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8
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Fig. 1. ISA Site Plan. Legend: A-main magnet enclo-
sure, B-large experimental halls, C-small experimental
hall, D-compressor building, E-service building, F-69
kV substation, G-refrigerator buildings, H-exit build-
ings, 1-69 kV overhead line, J-assembly buildings.
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Fig. 2. Tunnel cross section (dimensions in m).
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Fig. 3. Components of normal half cell (dimensions in m).
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Fig. 4. Normal cell and service insertion. Fig. 6. Cross section of ISA dipole (dimensions in mm).
Main parameters are aperture 8 cm, main coil i.d. 12 cm,
main coil o.d. 16.2 cm, iron core i.d. 16.85 cm, iron
core o.d. 40.6 cm, length 4.25 m, weight 4280 kg, cur-
rent 3300 A at 40 kG.
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Fig. 5. Low-beta insertion. The same magnet configu-
ration with modified quadrupole settings can be used as
general-purpose modest-beta insertion.
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Fig. 7. Dewar cros3 section.


